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The first Contract was accepted 14/9/46 for the alteration of the Tower Foundations in sum of £418. 10. 0

The second Contract 18/1/47 for raising walls from the Foundations to the height of the sills of the Nave Aisle windows £1125. 0. 0

The third Contract 16/9/47 for carrying the walls of the South & From North Aisles and the West Front to the height of the Spring of the Arches of Aisle windows £368. 10. 0

The fourth Contract 3/7/48 for raising the South Aisle walls of Nave to the full height and Half the West Front to a corresponding height (completed June 1849) £584. 10. 0

Cost of erecting cottage in Cathedral Close £60. 2. 0
Cost of filling up inner are of Cathedral £60. 2. 0
Commission & Sundries about £260. 0. 0
Total expenditure to 30 June 1849 £3338. 2. 0

Tenders have been advertised for another contract to carry the walls of the north aisle to their full height, and those of the North Transept and west front to a corresponding height. Estimated cost £700.

Funds:
9/7/49: Cash in Bank (Engl subs being previously paid in £300) £200. 0. 0
Subs due for 1849 271. 0. 0
Expected from Engl per Mr Markland 500. 0. 0
Subs by 2 ladies in England, to be met by like amount of Col ladies 600. 0. 0
Total £1571. 0. 0